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Events of interest

News

12-14/10/10

Commissioner John Dalli confirms patronage of MedTech
Forum 2010 – Register now! |1|

29-30/09/10

Eucomed MedTech Forum 2010

Eucomed is pleased to announce that the
European Commissioner for Health and
Consumer Policy (DG SANCO), John Dalli,
has confirmed his patronage of the 2010
edition of the MedTech Forum. Read more...
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IMDA Global Access 2010

Call to action
EC survey on standards & IPR

Tell a friend
Forward this e-mail
newsletter to a friend.

European Commission and Eucomed prepare 2011 Health
Research Conference |2|
In May of this year, Eucomed took part in
the European Commission’s (EC) 2010
Health Research Conference. Given our
successful participation, the association was
invited to meet with EU officials from the
Commission’s Research and Enterprise & Industry
Directorates. Read more...
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Want to read more?
Latest blog post

EHTI news and updates |3|
The LSE cardio database containing
published papers on the socio-economic
value of cardio devices in the last decades is
now available on the EHTI website . A
similar database for orthopaedic devices will
soon be posted. Read more...

John Brennan
To Reuse or not to Reuse - that
is the question

Share this story:

Ingmar de Gooijer joins Eucomed as new Director
Communications |4|
Follow us on Twitter

Eucomed is pleased to announce Ingmar de
Gooijer’s arrival as new Director
Communications as of 30 August. Ingmar
has over 10 years of experience in the field
of strategic communications. He has held
various leadership positions within a renowned
international communications consultancy firm and was
based in [...] Read more...
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DEV returns as Exhibiting Sponsor |5|

more...

Development Economic – State of Vaud,
Switzerland (DEV) has decided to exhibit at
the MedTech Forum this year again. You will
be able to visit DEV’s booth in the
networking area during the conference. Read
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Eucomed engages!
Eucomed’s position on reprocessing of single use devices
in the Grey Sheet |1|
John Brennan, Director Technical and Regulatory Affairs of
Eucomed, was interviewed last week by a journalist of the
Grey Sheet, the opinion leading weekly magazine focusing
on the global medical device industry. Download the article
‘Europe Questions Safety Of Reprocessed Devices, But Holds Off
On Action’.
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Follow Eucomed on Twitter! |2|
Eucomed has joined Twitter to strengthen its
communication platform. Studies indicate
that two-thirds of ‘policy stakeholders’
already make use of tools such as Twitter,
Facebook and LinkedIn [...] Read more...
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